The article outlines the features of marketing activity of small engineering enterprises (SEE) 
INTRODUCTION
In a dynamic environment, small enterprises have a lot of distinctive features (flexibility, mobility, easy adaptation to changing circumstances) that aid in developing and stirring up their marketing activities. However, due to a small number or complete lack of marketing staff, these activities are conducted not systematically and with invoking other organizations such as consulting firms. Collaboration with such firms requires considerable financial costs, which are often beyond small enterprise powers.
Such conditions aid in the emergence of enterprise associations for consolidating their marketing efforts.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Small enterprises have been the subject of study of many researchers. The development of an effective mechanism of economic security of small enterprises was considered in the work [3] , where the objective, strategic priorities and means of strengthening economic security of small enterprises were substantiated. In the collective monograph [12] , the problem of identifying the factors which influence the efficiency of small enterprises was studied, some domestic problems of these enterprises were shown and the directions of steady development of small business were indicated. The researches [6-9; 15] described the conditions of formation, development, management and support of small business. Financial aspects of small business functioning were studied in the work [1] , where theoretical and applied problems of the formation and use of financial results of small enterprises, the management of their profits, expenses and income distribution were investigated. The authors of the monograph [14] studied the features of taxation of small businesses on the basis of alternatives. The aspects of cooperation and integration efforts of small enterprises received attention in [2; 10]. However, the specific character of associations of small enterprises in marketing is insufficiently studied and requires more substantial investigation.
The goal of the article consists in substantiation of establishing the associations of small enterprises to consolidate their marketing efforts, to highlight the mechanism of financing and functioning of the Marketing Association of small engineering enterprises.
The main material. According to the Economic Code of Ukraine (Ch. 1, Art. 119), small engineering enterprises (SEE) may create voluntary unions that promote the joint solution of problems of their economic activity [5] . Such economic unions can be established as associations, corporations, consortiums, concerns, industrial and financial groups, associated enterprises, holding structures, etc. [11, p. 35-37] . The advantage of associations consists in the relative legal simplicity of their establishing, voluntary cooperation of enterprises of the same branch, the low level of centralization of management decisions, free entry to other business unions, the possibility of accumulation of membership fees for large-scale joint activities, etc. Contrary to other forms of enterprise unions, an association does not limit and does not interfere in business activities of its members. The authors of the work [11, p. 35 ] suggest a definition of an association as "a contractual union established for the purpose of permanent coordination of economic activities of enterprises which combine their efforts by centralization of one or more production and management functions, development of specialization and consolidation of manufacture, organization of joint ventures on the basis of consolidation of their financial and material resources to satisfy their most economic requirements."
Effective promotion of marketing activity of SEE requires considerable efforts and financial costs. To accumulate funds and combine efforts in the marketing field, we propose to create a Marketing Association of small engineering enterprises. Such a contract economic statutory association of small engineering enterprises is created for help in solving various problems of its members in the field of marketing. Cooperation of SEE allows them to increase their marketing activities by joint efforts in this field. Members of this Association pay fees which are used for market research, organization of joint promotional activities, joint advertising activities. The Association focuses on consolidation of marketing efforts and professional mutual aid in meeting marketing interests of its members, on increasing marketing activities, conducting market research, protecting marketing interests of association members, forecasting market situations, finding new sales channels and organizing activities in them, choosing the most appropriate sales channels, solving the problem of efficient planning of distribution of products between sales channels of Association members, elaborating the proposals for replacement of undisciplined intermediaries, etc.
We propose to create a governing body of SEE Marketing Association as follows: the General Meeting of SEE Marketing Association, the Council of SEE Marketing Association, the Board of Administration and the Auditing Commission consisting 24 of representatives of the managing staff of the members. Such a structure of a governing body provides clearness and transparency of the receipt and use of membership fees, identifying priority areas of market research and directions of marketing activities, etc.
The practice of SEE work shows that for effective implementation of their marketing activities they should invoke outside organizations which can execute marketing tasks adequately and on a large scale, but this practice requires considerable marketing costs. Creating associations allows SEE, being its members, to implement their marketing activities effectively without overpaying to consulting firms. An association cannot interfere in the business activities of its members, but can be authorized to represent their interests [11] .
High risk of losses causes the necessity of diversification of marketing activities concerning their resulting component -sales. This approach requires the analysis of a large number of sales channels to choose the most effective of them. Small business cannot solve this problem adequately and at the low costs without assistance. The way to consolidate marketing efforts of small engineering enterprises consists in creating a marketing association of such enterprises which provides integration and information interchange for selection of the most appropriate product distribution channels. For each enterprise such processes require considerable time and costs; in the case of cooperation on the basis of economic union the work done by the association is not duplicated, but its use by members of a marketing association. A marketing association provides that its members pay membership fees. The size of fees should be differentiated depending on the volume of annual turnover and should be directed to research conducted separately for each SEE, i.e., if an enterprise pays greater fees because its turnover is higher, then it can use more marketing information. If an enterprise does not conduct activities in the course of a year, it does not pay membership fees, but also cannot use marketing association service. If an enterprise is unprofitable and it does not pay membership fees, its participation in a marketing association of SEE stops or can be continued on a credit basis, provided that such a decision is made by the majority of members. The authors of the work [16] developed a method for planning optimal distribution of output between sales channels which is recommended to use as a tool for diversification of marketing activities during functioning of SEE marketing association. Its essence lies in analysis of sales channels, both actually and potentially used, individual study of characteristics and conditions of use of these channels by particular SEE. The activities of SEE Marketing Association focuses on joint solving a problem of optimal planning of production distribution between sales channels of the association members. The practice of small engineering enterprises shows that their products, as a rule, do not compete with each other, allowing them to combine marketing efforts without increased risk of information transmission to competitors. With the accumulation of funds in the SEE Marketing Association and joint use of them for special purposes, a member of the Association can receive marketing information more efficiently and about more sales channels, as well as conduct joint marketing activities, order printed products and monitor market situation involving smaller costs.
The practice of domestic and foreign consulting firms provides reasons enough to assert that there are different forms of payment for service of such firms: pay by the hour; undifferentiated fixed payment; percentage of the value of consulting object or result; combined payment [13, p. 59] . Firms providing consulting services in the domestic market (including such as "Macro Consulting Group", "ProConsult", LLC "Dreberis", marketing company "BBS", LLC "Andar Service", "West Ukrainian Information and Analytical Foundation") , as a rule, use the third (sometimes the fourth) payment option for their service. This choice is due to the fact that during the lengthy research the costs of service with pay by the hour is too high; fixed undifferentiated payment may lead to such a situation that financial results which can get an enterprise may be significantly lower than the value of money spent. A survey of a number of administrative personnel of SEE and of consulting firms shows that consulting firms get profit about 7-15% for the study of sales channels.
As it was shown above, small enterprises have a number of features that determine the characteristics of their marketing activities, in particular, they have small marketing staff or do not have it at all. This feature forces the need for cooperation of SEE with consulting companies or the creation of a public union -ESS Marketing Association, which exists owing to membership fees its participants (as a rule, 1% of annual turnover). This amount is justified by practice of cooperation between small enterprises and firms providing consulting service. Accordingly, the funds of each enterprise -a member of SEE Marketing Association -are taken into account separately for correct use of obtained joint marketing information and organizing joint marketing activities. These funds may be accumulated and spent not only on the study of sales channels, but also on other types of marketing activities such as printing services, special offers, etc. Creation of an association also allows avoiding duplication of research conducted by SEE. If one small enterprise in its marketing activities uses services of the «P», analyzing its work and cooperation conditions, and another small enterprise also wants to use services of the distributor «P», then the funds, which would be saved by combining efforts to study this distributor, can be directed to other types of marketing activities for both SEE.
On the basis of analysis of the literature [4, 17] , the practice of activities of associations, consulting organizations and small engineering enterprises and using our own investigations, we present the mechanism of creation and functioning of ESS Marketing Association (Fig. 1) . Practice of small engineering enterprises shows that their marketing expenses do not exceed 5 % of average annual turnover. This value was obtained by a survey of managers of domestic SEE. According to obtained data concerning five domestic SEE (private enterprise «Electrosvit», public joint-stock company «Crane Building Firm 'Strila'», limited liability company «Robitnya», private joint-stock company «Brotep-Eco», open joint-stock company «Autolyvmash»), money spent on marketing service from outside organizations concerning investigation of sales channels and promotion of production in them is presented in Table 1 . As it is seen from Fig. 2 , average marketing costs of SEE are 2.5% of the average annual turnover. Forecasting of marketing costs has been carried out using spreadsheet Excel. In particular, for LCC «Robitnya» the power model y=2.5058x 0.03086 has been chosen with the value of approximation reliability R 2 =0.949 which testifies to correctness of the model. For example, in 2017 forecasting cost efficiency of joint financing marketing activities of LCC «Robitnya» will be 3.75% of average annual turnover of the enterprise: 4.75% (expected marketing costs) minus 1% (membership fees for SEE Marketing Association). Forecasting of marketing costs for PJSC «Brotep-Eco» has been realized using the power model y=1.1715x 0.5539 with R 2 =0.9299 testifying to correctness of a choice. For OJSC «Autolyvmash», forecasting has been carried out using the logarithmic model y=0.7532 ln(x)+3.0308 (R 2 =0.9145); for JSC «Crane Building Firm 'Strila'», the logarithmic model y=1.5249 ln(x)+1.5019 has also been used with R 2 =0.9586; for PE «Electrosvit», the linear trend y=0.231x+1.445 has been used (R 2 =0.9282). According to forecasting of economic efficiency of joint financing marketing activities, such efficiency for PJSC «Brotep-Eco» in 2017 will be 3.68% of average annual turnover: 4.68% (expected marketing costs) minus 1% (membership fees for SEE Marketing Association). Similarly, we get 3.58% for OJSC «Autolyvmash», 3.67% for JSC «Crane Building Firm 'Strila'», and 3.35% for PE «Electrosvit». The obtained results indicate that creation of SEE Marketing Association would be worthwhile. The forecasted membership fees can be held at 1% of average annual turnover due to new members.
Hence, the expected efficiency of SEE Marketing Association will grow every year, primarily due to expansion of the database concerning cooperation with sales channels of SEE and saving money by joint marketing research, which can be spent on other marketing activities, increasing the number of the association members, consolidation of marketing activities of the association members (synergy effect). Over time, association activities can be expanded by providing consulting service to other engineering industry companies and to firms from related branches.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Our studies provide the bases for statement that small engineering enterprises should consolidate their efforts for qualitative, systematic and low-cost marketing research and thereby ensure them the opportunity to compete in the domestic market by the implementation of large-scale engineering marketing activities at a high level. Based on the examined characteristics of small engineering enterprises, we substantiate the necessity of creation of SEE Marketing Associations, which would ensure diversification of marketing activities. The mechanism of funding and functioning of an association is described; the benefits of membership of SEE in SEE Marketing Association are outlined. Further research will be related to the legal and regulatory aspects of establishing such associations, formulation a statute, election of a governing body, etc.
